This paper studies the effect of array manifold errors on ihe performance of various signal copy algorithms. under the assumption that the observation time is suficiently long, the following algorithms are atudied: classical beamforming, least squares, total least squares, linearly constrained minimum variance beamforming, and structured stochastic estimation. Expressions JOT the mean-square error of the signal estimates are derived as a function of the manifold errors f o r both the case where the directions of arrival (DOAs) are known precisely and for the case where the DOAs must be estimated.
Introduction
An important application in communications and surveillance is the estimation of signals of interest (SOIs) in the presence of interfering signals and noise. The procedure of SO1 estimation using an array of sensors is often referred to as signal "copy". Traditional signal copy algorithms include classical beamforming, the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC), maximum SNR and Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamforming, and (more generally) the linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) approach [l] . Other model-based copy algorithms proposed in recent years include Least Squares (LS) [a], Total Least Squares (TLS) [3] , and the Structured Stochastic Estimate (SSE) [4].
All of the above signal copy algorithms estimate the signals by forming a weighted linear combination of the array outputs. The weight vector generally involves knowledge of both the array response and the directions of arrival (DOAs) of some or all of the signals. Any errors in the array model affect not only the weight vector directly, but also the accuracy of the DOA estimates, and thus can lead to serious degradation in copy performance. The effects of mismatch between the signal copy weights and the array response for the classical and "optimal" (MVDR) beamformers have been studied by a number of authors (e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 101) . On the other hand, the more recent LS, TLS, and SSE techniques have received little attention. In [ll], the effects of the array model errors on the signal copy quality are analyzed for the LS algorithm using Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) as the performance metric. In this paper, we compare the mean-square error (MSE) performance of t,he LS, TLS, and SSE algorithms to that of the classical methods. We will consider both the cases where the DOAs are known precisely, and where they must be estimated by some algorithm prior to signal copy.
Problem Formulation
Assume that d narrowband signals impinge on an array of m sensors. The output of the sensor array is assumed to be a superposition of the d signals corrupted by additive zero-mean spatially and temporally white noise n(t): 
Array Model
An exact parametrization of the array propagation vectors is impossible to obtain in any practical situation. Thus, the available model ao(0) (obtained by a calibration procedure or physical considerations of the array structure) may differ from the "true" propagation vector a(0). If ii(0) represents the difference between the nominal and actual array response, then we may write
The perturbation ii(0) may be due to sensor position errors, gain errors, phase errors, mutual coupling be-
(1) tween sensors, receiver fluctuations due to temperature and humidity, quantization effects, eic. It is, in principle, possible to explain the effect of each of these error sources from physical insight, thus leading to a model where the propagation vectors are parametrized by the DOAs along with a set of extra "perturbation parameters". However, in practice, all of the above phenomena (along with several others) are likely to be present simultaneously. Clearly, a model based on physical insight is impractical in such a case. A pragmatic remedy to this situation is simply to assume that the array response is a random quantity, whose mean value is the known nominal model. Thus, we assume herein that the array propagation errors are random with zero mean and second-order moments
where 6 i j is the Kronecker delta. Perturbation models similar to (2)- (3) have been used by a number of others, primarily in the analysis of adaptive beamforming algorithms [8, 9, 101. Although this model may not be realistic for all types of array perturbations, it is reasonable for situations involving experimentally calibrated arrays, where the sources of error are often due to quantization effects in collecting the calibration data, interpolation errors in using a calibration grid, etc. Since it leads to relatively simple MSE expressions, the model is also useful for algorithm comparison and for getting a rough idea of the effect of calibration errors.
Performance Criterion
Our goal is to study the effect of both A and the noise N on the estimation of S. Our performance criterion will be the (asymptotic) normalized meansquare error (MSE) of the signal estimates, defined by where the expectation &{.} is taken with respect to the model errors, and
The purpose of the normalization factor R,-,'/' is to weight the error on each of the signals equally, regardless of signal power and correlation. We also define
to be respectively the sample covariance matrix of the received signals, and the limiting covariance assuming no array perturbations are present. The quantity U: represents the noise power at each sensor.
The signal copy algorithms we consider are those that form the signal estimate-using a linear combination of the array outputs as S = W*X. The ith column of the matrix W is referred to as the signal copy weight vector or beamformer weights for the ith signal. While each method we consider has different optimality criteria and different assumptions about what a priori information is available, they all rely on a preliminary estimation of the DOAs before forming the weight vectors, and hence depend on the availability of accurate array calibration data. In our analysis, the effects of noise, mismatch between the nominal and true array response (array errors), and the errors in the DOA estimates (DOA errors) on the copied signal S will be considered. Analytical MSE expressions due to noise and array errors alone are provided in Section 3. In Section 4, we show how to generalize the analysis of the LS algorithm to include the effects of DOA errors. Space constraints prevent us from including such an analysis for the other algorithms considered, though it is straightforward to do so.
Effects of Array Errors

Classical Beamforming
In the standard beamforming approach, the signal copy weights are just the steering vectors themselves:
This amounts to phase-shifting the array outputs so that the wavefront from a given desired direction adds coherently, while those from other directions do not. 
Least Squares
The least-squares (LS) approach gets its name from the fact that it attempts to find a signal estimate that, in the LS sense, best matches the received data given the steering matrix A0 (or an estimate thereof):
where Ai = (A;Ao)-lA;. The MSE of the LS estimate when array errors are present is given by For two equi-powered uncorrelated signals, Unlike the classical beamformer, the MSE does go to zero when no noise is present and the array manifold is perfectly known. However, for fixed 5: and U:, MSE,, can be greater than MSE,, (indeed, it can be arbitrarily large) for (01 -621 + 0.
Total Least Squares
The LS signal estimator can be thought of as finding an approximate solution to the overdetermined system of equations AoS 21 X, with the implicit assumption that errors are present in X but not Ao.
However, A0 is not error free since it does not represent the "true" array response, and hence a total least-squares (TLS) solution may be more appropriate. As formulated in 
(6)
Thus, we have the somewhat surprising result that, even though the TLS method attempts to take the array errors into account in a reasonable way, it yields a larger MSE than LS. For two equi-powered uncorrelated signals, the difference between the two methods may be expressed i~s
Structured Stochastic Estimation
The weighting matrix that minimizes the MSE is easily shown to be WMsE = R;:&, , where
Thus, the optimal weighting depends on the signals themselves, and thus cannot be used directly. In the structured stochastic estimator (SSE) approach [4], the quantities R,, and R,, in WMsE are replaced by their structured ML estimates (assuming a stochastic signals model) :
R s = Ai(Rzz -6iI)Ai* R:$ = A~~, A ;
The analysis of the SSE algorithm is somewhat involved, and consequently will not be given here. However, the resulting MSE can be shown to always be less than that of LS:
XT~(R,-:A~R;;~A~*) .
At high SNR the difference between the two algorithms is negligible, but it can be substantial at low SNR. However, this is partially due to the fact that, without a power constraint, SSE drives the signal estimates to zero as the SNR decreases to zero.
LCMV Beamforming
In the linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) approach [l] , one attempts to minimize the output power of the beamformer while satisfying a certain set of linear constraints. Typically, these constraints consist of forcing the beamformer response to some fixed value (usually unity) in the direction of a desired signal, and to zero in the directions of other interfering signals. For this common special case, the signal copy weights can be expressed as 
SNR-too
Although this result holds only for high SNR, a performance degradation is apparent even at moderate SNRs.
Effects of DOA Errors
When the weight vector is computed using an es- 
where Di = aAo/aO;. Substituting (9) into (8) and neglecting terms of order O((lA112) and O ( &~~A~~) , the signal copy error is Comparing (10) with (5), we see that the first term is due to noise and array errors, while the second and third terms are due-to_ the presyye of DOA errors. The evaluation of E(8; Oj) and &(OiA*) depends on the type of DOA estimation algorithm used, and [12, 131 provide a detailed discussion of how to evaluate these two terms for several popular algorithms.
A Simulation Example
In this example, the output of a 6-sensor (nominally) uniform linear array was simulated. Two equipowered, uncorrelated signals with SNR of 10dB were assumed. The DOA of the first signal was fixed at O", and the DOA of the second varied between 3" and 30". The array response was perturbed according to (2)-(3) with U, = 0.1. This level of array manifold error corresponds to sensors that have roughly a 10% variation in gain response, and phase response variation of about 6". For simplicity, the signals were generated as unit variance random processes. A total of 100 trials (500 snapshots per trial) were conducted at each SNR, and the resulting signal copy error for LS, TLS, SSE, and LCMV was calculated. Figure 1 shows the root-MSE performance of each of the algorithms along with that predicted for the algorithms by (5), (6), and (7).
When the signals are well separated, the LS, TLS, and SSE algorithms perform essentially identically, but with the predicted ordering MSE,,, < MSE,, < MSE,,,.
When the signals are closer together, the performance difference becomes more obvious. At 5" separation, LS has roughly a 30% lower root-MSE than TLS, while that of SSE is substantially smaller. Note that the predicted values of the error match the empirical results with a high degree of accuracy. 
